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The development of leaf stomata in species of Orchidoideae sensu Garay is agenous o r
hemimesogenous with a single mesogene cell. Both kinds of development occur in all 26 species
studied and are found in a characteristic proportion which may differ markedly even between
related species.
Leaf and stem stomata develop similarly but surrounding cells may divide obliquely in the latter, so
that perigene cells are formed. At maturity, mesogene a n d perigene cells resemble other epidemial
cells, the stmnata being anomocytic.
In monocotyledons, the hemimesogenous development of stomata is previously known only from
five orchid genera of the neottioid tribe Cranichideae sensu Dressler. This kind of stomatal
development in monocotyledons is documented by micrographs for the first time. Mesogene and
perigene cells are recorded for the first time in the Orchidoideae. The diversity of types of stomatal
development in this group is emphasized.
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INTRODUCTION

The subfamily Orchidoideae sensu Garay (1972) has been recognized as a
natural entity in all previous classifications of the orchid family, although it has
varied in rank. The genera belonging to this assembly are perhaps best known as
38 1
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the ‘Basitonae’ (Pfitzer, 18871, a designation referring to the basal attachment of
the viscidium to the pollinia. These genera are characterized by many vegetative
as well as floral similarities, such as their habit, tuberoids, spirally arranged
leaves, erect or inflexed anther, folded rostellum and basal viscidium attachment
(Dressler, 1979). These features make the members of the group easily distinguishable from the rest of the family and there is general agreement about its
delimitation. Some of the character states shared by the genera of Orchidoideae
are probably advanced states only found in this part of the family, thus justifying
the assumption that the group is monophyletic.
For this reason the Orchidoideae is a favourable subject for comparative
studies. The present investigation is part of a survey of stomata1 development in
liliiflorous plants and comprises developmental studies of 26 species representing
14 genera of the Orchidoideae, which contains a total of about 74 genera. The
study deals mainly with the northern hemisphere and tropical tribe Orchideae, the
mainly southern hemisphere tribes are here represented only by Disa unz~ora.
Within the Orchidoideae, the development of stomata has previously been
studied by Strasburger ( 1 866; Orchis latfolia = Dactylorhiza majalis), by Inamdar
(1968; Hubenaria margznata) and by Tomlinson (1974; Hubenaria, Orchis). It was
stated in these investigations that the guard cell mother cell originates by a single
asymmetric division in a protodermal cell and that no perigenous divisions take
place, hence the development was found to be agenous in the terminology of
Stevens & Martin (1978).
Stebbins 8, Khush (1961) and Williams (1979) after studying mature epidermis
concluded that members of the Orchidoideae lack subsidiary cells (the stomata
being anomocytic). As this condition is very often the result of an agenous
development, these studies have probably added to the impression that this type
of‘ ontogeny is universal in the Orchidoideae.
Williams ( 1975 ; 19 79) recently demonstrated the mesoperigenous development
of stomata (hemimesogenous in the terminology adopted here) in orchids in
five genera of the neottioid tribe Cranichideae sensu Dressler ( 1974). The results
have already been exclusively used for distinguishing larger groups of orchids
(Dressler, 1979) although the available data are still very scarce compared with
the vast number of species in the family, and no hypothesis concerning the
phylogeny of the character has gained general acceptance.

MATERIALS, M E T H O D S A N D TERMINOLOGY

A list of the living material studied is given in Table 1 . All the material,
comprising 3 2 collections representing 26 species, was obtained from the
Botanical Garden of Copenhagen.
Preliminary studies showed that the development of stomata can be affirmed
only by observation of mitotic figures to indicate the position and direction of
cell divisions. The number of mitoses occurring in the epidermis was distinctly
higher, when fixation had taken place before 10.00 h and when the fixation
process was rapid. The material was fixed in September-October or April-May
depending on the life cycle of the species in question. Young leafy shoots recently
emerged were fixed in F.A.A. after dissection so as to expose the leaf bases to the
fluid. The shoots were transferred to 70% ethanol, dissected and the epidermis
was peeled off with fine forceps after loosening of the tissue with a razor blade.
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The peels were stained in acetocarmine, rinsed and mounted in glycerine for
temporary mounts.
The terminology of this paper is in accordance with Stevens & Martin ( 1978)
with respect to stomatal development, with Wilkinson ( 1980) with respect to
mature stornatal complexes and with Payne (1979) with respect to the angle
between the partitioning wall of the guand cells and the wall of the immediately
preceding cell division. The term protoderm is used in its extended sense
customary for papers on stoma development, including the epidermal meristem
as well as the very young epidermis in the process of stoma development. This
choice of terminology is discussed in Rasmussen ( 198 1 ).

Table 1. Species studied with respect to stornatal development in stems and/or
leaves. 1'he H/A ratio is the proportion of the numbers of hemimesogenous to
agenous stornatal development. When both stem and leaf studies are indicated on
the same line, the H/A ratio refers to the leaf
Species

Collection, Locality

Aceras atropophorum (L.)Aiton hl.
Arnerorchir rotundfofolia (Bankc ex Pursh) Hultkn

P1974/5153 Spain
PI970 Greenland
1507F/1 Greenland
P1965/5912 Greece
P1972/5607 Spain
P1971/5603 s. loc.
P1979/5609 Spain
JSA 2285 Turkey
Rasmussen s.n. Denmark
V. Dalgaard 502 1 Sweden
P1972/5396 Sweden
Rasmussen s.n. Denmark
N. Jacobsen s.n. Denmark
N. Jacobsen s.n. Denmark
P1973/5413 Denmark
N. Jacobsen s.n. Spain
A. Strid s.n. Russia
P1976/5311 South Africa
P1960/5018 Canary Islands
V. Dalgaard 6228 Canary Islands
G 75.20.76 Greece
P1959/5729 Canary Islands
P1959/5729 Canary Islands
G T 7847 Thailand
Rasmussen s.n. Sweden
N . Jacobsen s.n. Sweden
P 1970/5178 Greece
P 197 1/5210 Spain
V. Dalgaard 7 13 1 Canary Islands
Rasmussen s.n. Sweden
N. Jacobsen s.n. Sweden
P1973/5346 Denmark
N. Jacobsen 74-2 Greenland
P1972/5077 Greece
P1962/5125 Italy

Anacamptts pyramidahs ( L. ) Rich
Unrlzn roherhmn ILois.) Greuter

Dactylorhzza iberica ( M . Bieb.) So6
D . tncanzata (L.) So6
D . maculata (L.)Sob
1) ~ n ~ i p l (Reichh.)
ir
I3unt & Summerh.
D. purpurella (T. 8c T. A. Stephenson) So6

U v\quz/ieddz\ ~Willd.)Verrneulen
U . urnhrosa Karelin. & Kir.) Nevski

Disa uni/lora Berg
Gennariadiphylla (Link)Pad.
Gy~nnadcninconqi wii (L.) R. Br.
Habenaria tndactyliles Lindley

H . luctda Wall. ex Lindley
Herminiurn monorchis (L.1 R.Br.
Ophrys boinbyltflora Link
0 . tenthredinlfera Willd.
Orchts canartensis Lindley
0 . mascula L.
0 . morio L.
Platanthera chlorantha Custer ex Reichb
P. hyperborea (L.)Lindley
SerapiaJ parui/lora Pad.
S . uomeracea (Burman)Briq.
____

~~

H/A less than I / LO.
...
""'
H/A between 1/4and 1/10,
* " * HfAbetween 1/2and 1/4.
*( ::<*
H/A more than 1/2.
'*
.1

;
:
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Stem

+
+
+

+

+

+
+
+
+
+

+

+

+

+

+
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+
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+
+

+
+
+
+
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Habit and distribution of stomata
Members of the subfamily Orchidoideae have a very uniform habit. The stems
are unbranched, erect and terminated by a raceme. They produce a sequence of
spirally arranged leaves, the lowermost of which are small and tubular, sheathing
scale leaves. Above these is a variable number of sheathing foliage leaves of
decreasing size and breadth up to the flower-subtending, non-sheathing bracts of
the inflorescence.
The stems, including scapes, grow with an apical meristem and no intercalary
meristems are formed at the nodes. Hence, the maturation of cells is strictly
acropetal, the basal part of an internode maturing before the apical one. This
condition is similar to the “uninterrupted meristem” described by Fisher 8c
French (1976). The stems are usually green and stomata are developed on the
scapes and inflorescence axis, although not in such great numbers as on the
leaves. The lower parts of the stems are usually hidden in leaf sheaths and
develop few or no stomata.
The leaves grow by an intercalary meristem at their base. The meristem is
dilated to the sides during leaf development so that in foliage leaves the blade is
first formed and later, when the edges of the meristem meet, the sheathing part is
produced. In lower scale leaves the first phase of development is very brief, in
inflorescence bracts development ceases before the meristem is broad enough to
encircle the stem. In some species a distinct petiole is formed by elongation of the
cells between sheath and blade.
Stomata are not normally formed on scale leaves, foliage leaf sheaths and
petioles. Stomata occur on the abaxial surface of foliage leaf blades and of
inflorescence bracts. Hence, it appears that protodermis with ability to develop
stomata is only produced during the first phase of leaf development.
The following description deals mainly with the development of stomata of
foliage leaf blades and stems.

Stomata1 development of leaves
In the meristematic region of the leaf surface the cells are regularly
isodiametric, usually hexagonal. The epidermal cells develop in rather regular
files produced by transverse, anticlinal divisions in the meristematic region. The
cells of the future costal files are, at a very early stage, already slightly longer than
those of the intercostal files (Fig. 1). The costal files do not produce stomata. On
the abaxial side stomata have a scattered distribution in all intercostal files. On
the adaxial side no stomata are developed, but bicellular hairs may occur.
The development of stomata is usually initiated very close to, or in the upper
part of, the meristematic region. The future sites of stomata are recognized by the
unequal divisions by which stomata1 meristemoids are formed by a transverse
wall at the distal end of the mother cells (Fig. 3). Equal, meristematic divisions
are quite commonly seen in the same area where the unequal divisions occur
(Fig. 2).
The meristemoids usually function directly as guard cell mother cells.
However, some meristemoids pass through a second unequal division producing a
wall parallel to the first one (Fig. 4). The proximal, larger daughter-cell of the
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Figures 1-6. Stomata1 development in abaxial leaf surface of Orchis canannuts. Figures orientated so
that the leaf meristem is beyond the bottom of each photograph. Fig. 1. Meristematic region with
initiation ot stornatal meristemoids. Arrows indicate border between costal (left)and intercostal area
(right). Fig. 2. Equal rneristematic division (large arrow); some meristemoids are already formed
(small arrows). Fig. 3. Telophase of first unequal division of stomatal development. Fig. 4. Telophase
ot second unequal division. Three mesogene cells are seen by meristemoids to the right (indicated by
stars). Fig. 5. Meristemoids differentiating into guard mother cells. Fig. 6. Final, equal division of a n
agenous stornatal development. Note that it is developing before the two meristemoids with
mesogene cells indicated by stars. Scale, 0.05 mm.

divided meristemoid is a mesogene cell. The distal daughter-cell is a meristemoid
ofsecond order.
With the growth of the epidermis, the meristemoids (which may be of first or
second order) increase in size and attain a rounded shape (Figs 5, 6). They are
now recognizable as guard cell mother cells and eventually divide once by a
longitudinal wall to form two guard cells (Fig. 6).
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The first kind of stomatal development described above is agenous, the second
hemimesogenous. Both kinds of stomatal development form diameristic stomata
which at maturity are anomocytic and very similar to each other. The mesogene
cells do not differ from other epidermal cells except that they are smaller cells
positioned at the proximal end of stomata. However, when the epidermis is
irregular, with cells of varying size (Fig. 7 ) the mesogene cells may be very difficult
to distinguish some time after they are formed.

B
Figure 7 . Almost mature leaf epidermis. Figures orientated so that the leaf meristem is beyond the
bottom of each drawing. A. Anacamptis pyramidalis. Regular epidermis revealing mesogene cells
(dotted). B. Serapias uomeracea. Irregular epidermis with mesogene cells (dotted).Arrow indicates a
possible mesogene cell. Scale, 0.1 mm.

The maturation of the epidermis is, as a whole, basipetal, but adjacent stomata
are not necessarily at the same developmental stage. The maturation of
hemimesogenous stomata is generally somewhat later than of agenous ones
(e.g. Fig. 6).
Both agenous and hemimesogenous development occur in all species studied
here, the agenous condition always being the more frequent. The proportion of
agenous to hemimesogenous stomata varies from species to species, a fact that is
obvious from casual observation of the peels. However, an attempt to quantify
this must be based on an estimate from a part of the epidermis where guard cells
are about to be formed. At a less mature stage, some of the complexes recorded
as agenous may still be able to produce a mesogene cell and at a later stage
mesogene cells may be obscured by the growth of the epidermis. As stated above,
interpretation of development without mitotic figures must be somewhat
uncertain. The proportions of hemimesogenous to agenous stomata (H/A) are
therefore recorded only in broad categories (Table 1).
Each collection was referred to category on the basis of counts of 2-5 peels,
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depending on the material available. In each count at least 100 (often more)
stomata were referred to a particular kind of stomatal development. On the
infrequent occasions when the development could not be determined, the stoma
in question was disregarded. As could be expected, species with a regular
epidermis rendered more homogeneous results than species with an irregular
epidermis (the most extreme example being Serapias uomeracea, Fig. 7).
Counts from different specimens and from different collections of the same
species covered much the same range as counts of different peels from a single
specimen. For example, the figures of HIA ratio from Dactylorhiza purpurella
could be mentioned: 0.19; 0.23; 0.24 in one specimen ( N . Jacobsen s.n.) and
0 . 2 5 ; 0.21; 0.19; 0.27, in another (P1973/5413). The frequency of
hemimesogenous stomata may differ markedly between species of the same
genus, for example, they are much rarer in D . sesquipedalis (for which corresponding figures are: 0.045; 0.065; 0.054; 0.055) than in D. purpurella. Other
examples of differences between species are found in Table 1 . (However, when
interpreting the results, the reservations mentioned above should be borne in
mind.)
Stomata1 development in stem epidermis

The epidermis of the stem consists of rather regular, longitudinal cell files (Figs
8-13) produced by the apical meristem. The timing of the meristemoid
formation and of stoma development is much less regular than in the leaf
epidermis (e.g. Fig. 12, recently formed stomata beside young meristemoids).
The stomata develop in the same way as on the leaves, some being agenous,
others hemimesogenous. In addition to the mesogene cells, perigene cells are
occasionally formed by divisions of adjacent protodermal cells (Figs 9, 10, 11)
before the division of the guard cell mother cell takes place. In such cases
development is hemiperigenous or hemimesoperigenous.
During the development of foliar stomata, the unequal divisions are directed
towards the leaf tip and hence away from the basal meristem. Unequal divisions
in the stem epidermis are directed towards the apical part of the stem, that is,
towards the meristem of that organ. This is especially apparent when mesogene
cells are formed: in leaves this cell is positioned between the meristem and the
stoma to which it belongs, while on the stem the stoma is located between the
meristem and its mesogene cell (Figs 12, 13).
Irregularities and abnormalities

Arrested development at the meristemoid stage is not unusual. Such cells are
gradually changed in appearance into epidermal cells which can be recognized,
especially in leaves, by their small size compared with other epidermal cells. In
the stems only a minor proportion of the meristemoids formed may develop into
mature stomata.
Various irregularities have been observed in stomatal development in leaves.
In a few cases, the mesogene cell has been seen positioned parallel to the guard
cells (Fig. 15). I t is extremely rare for guard cells to be in a position proximal to
the mesogene cell (Fig. 16). In Orchis canariensis and Habenaria tridactylite~i t has
been observed that two mesogene cells can be associated with, and proximal to, a
single stoma (Fig. 14). Occasionally the guard cells are oriented perpendicularly
to their normal direction, that is, transversely on the leaf.
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Figures 8-13. Stornatal development of stem epidermis. Figures orientated so that the apical
meristem is beyond the top of each photograph. Figs 8-10. Dactylorhim majalis. Fig. 8. Meristemoids
(small arrows) and first unequal division (large arrow). Fig. 9. Unequal division of a surrounding cell
(in this case the sister cell of the meristemoid), hence a perigene cell in formation. Fig. 10. A lateral
perigene cell in formation. Figs 11-13. Hubenaria Iridactylztes. Fig. 11. Perigene cells, the left one
recently tormed (arrows).Fig. 12. Two meristemoids and a pair of guard cells, all supposedly stages
of hemimesogenous development. Fig. 13. Mature stem stoma. Scale, 0.05 mm.

A conspicuous abnormality has been observed in a leaf of Anacamptis
pyramidalis (Figs 1 7 , 18A, the whole extent of the abnormality shown). It consisted
of a file of 2 1 stomata in seven groups each consisting of 2-4 contiguous stomata
interspersed by 1-3 small cells. In each group of stomata the apical stoma
appeared to be the oldest. Below the basal and presumably youngest stoma in
each group small cells can be seen, of which the distal one is often very small and
resembles a meristemoid. The oldest stomata in the abnormal file were much
more mature than the surrounding, normal tissue. Below and above the
abnormal file, the distribution of meristemoids and stomata was normal.
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Figures 14-16. Irregularities of stomata1 development. Figures orientated so that the leaf meristem is
beyond the bottom of each photograph. Fig. 14. Orchis canariensis. Two meristemoids dividing
unequally to produce additional mesogene cells; one mesogene cell is already found (arrows). Fig.
15. Gymnndenia conopjea. Mesogene cell parallel to guard cells (arrow). Fig. 16. G. conopsea. Guard rell
mother cell dividing (arrow) proximal to mesogene cell. Scale, 0.05 mm.

However, the two files immediately beside the abnormal one were devoid of
stomata and meristemoids.
In order to discover the influence of the abnormal file on the cell divisions of
the surrounding tissue, the number of transverse walls was counted in the cell
files in the vicinity of the abnormal file (Fig. 18B). Two counts were made in each
file, the former including all transverse walls and the latter disregarding all walls
formed during development of the stomata (the dotted lines in Fig. 18B). In the
first case, using counts of all transverse walls (lower line of numbers), the files
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18
Figures 1 7 , 18. Abnormal cell file in leaf epidermis of Anacamptis pyramidalis. Figures orientated so
that the leaf meristem is beyond the bottom of each illustration. Fig. 17. The whole extent of
abnormal cell file and surroundings. Fig. 18A. Drawn detail of Fig. 17. Nuclei in abnormal file
white, in nonnal meristemoids and mesogene cells black. Fig. 18B. Detail of Fig. 1 7 with walls
Ioi-ined during stomata1 development indicated as dotted lines. Total number of transverse walls, and
nuiiibei- ot transverse walls when disregarding those arising during stomata1 development, are
indicatrd below each cell tile (lower and upper line, respectively). Scale, 0.1 mm.
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adjacent to the abnormal one have relatively few transverse walls. However, in
the second case (upper line of numbers), it becomes apparent that the two files
adjacent to the abnormal one consist of more epidermal cells (19 and 21) than
the more distant files ( 12-17).
DISCUSSION

Ontogenetic considerations

The axes of the mitoses leading to guard cell mother cell formation are parallel
to the meristematic divisions, but they are subject to a polarizing effect, which
displaces the nuclear spindle towards the distal end of the cell. The second
division of the hemimesogenous development always occurs in a way similar to
that of the first unequal division and could be interpreted as a kind of repetition.
Also, on the rare occasions when more than one mesogene cell is associated with
a single stoma they are usually produced by divisions resembling the first,
unequal division (Fig. 14). On the other hand, the guard cells arise from an
equal division of meristemoids in a plane perpendicular to the unequal divisions.
The condition where the guard cell mother cell occupies a position proximal
to the mesogene cell (which means that the polarity has been reversed in the
second unequal division) was seen only once (Fig. 16). It is not quite so unusual
to find the mesogene cell in a position parallel to the guard cells and to the
longitudinal axis of the leaf. This might be interpreted as a division destined to
form guard cells which has failed to divide the meristemoid symmetrically so that
the larger daughter cell has become a mesogene cell, the smaller one a new
meristemoid. A similar kind of interpretation might explain the cases where
guard cells are positioned transversely on the leaf. In that case the second
unequal division may have accidentally become nearly equal, so that balance was
established between the resulting daughter cells.
The interpretation of these rare irregularities leaves the impression that the
stornatal development of Orchidoideae is governed by a strong polarity that
hardly ever fails. Guard cells seem unable to develop by any division which is not
strictly symmetrical, but when a symmetrical division occurs, guard cells develop
from the daughter cells irrespective of the direction of the division.
I t is notable that the polarity governing unequal divisions in some
protodermal cells does not affect all cells in that area. Figure 2 shows the
ordinary meristematic, equal divisions taking place beside the unequal ones.
The displacement of the mitotic spindle prior to unequal divisions is acropetal
in leaves as well as in stems. This is independent of the position of the meristems,
which are basal in leaves and apical in stems. Hence the polarity is not
determined by the maturation gradient of the tissue.
Interpretation of the abnormal series of stomata

Contiguous stomata situated end to end have been recorded in Alliurn
(Bunning 8c Biegert, 1953) and in Asparagus (Gopal & Shah, 1970) as occasional
irregularities which were interpreted as formed by repeated formation of
meristemoids from the same protodermal cell. The apical meristemoid in these
cases was always the oldest and hence the first to divide, forming guard cells.
Mutants of Hordeum uulgare L. have been reported where stomatal
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development is disturbed so that longitudinal series of two to five contiguous
stomata arise (Zeiger & Stebbins, 1972). In the case of two stomata in a row, the
condition was interpreted as repeated meristemoid formation. More than two
stomata in a series were explained by transformation into meristemoids of cells
situated between normally-formed meristemoids.
The abnormai condition exhibited in Anacamptis pyramidalis can hardly be
caused by an accidental clustering of irregularities. It could be explained as a cell
lineage originating from a single mutant cell of that particular protodermis since
it occurs in a single cell file of a leaf of an otherwise normal individual. The
somatic mutation that is assumed to have occurred is rather similar in effect to
the mutation described by Zeiger 8c Stebbins ( 1972).However, transformation of
epidermal cells into meristemoids between normally-formed meristemoids, as
claimed to occur in Hordeum, could not account for the sequentially less mature
stomata in each of the seven stomatal groups in Anacamptis pyramidalis. Rather, it
could be explained by a successive formation of meristemoids one below the
other; all stomata in each group originating by unequal divisions with the usual
polarity. If this hypothesis is accepted, it must then be assumed that no more than
seven cells were present in the abnormal file when meristematic activity was ceased
and stomatal development commenced. Although the adjacent cell files of
comparable length contain more than seven epidermal cells, the above
assumption seems to be the most plausible. Considering the more advanced stage
of maturation in the abnormal file, an early cessation of meristematic activity
would be expected here. The abnormal cell lineage in question could thus be
assumed to show an early maturation of the cells, combined with a marked
tendency to repeated meristemoid formation.
The two adjacent cell files are both devoid of stomata. From the calculations in
Fig. 18B, it appears that the two files adjacent to the abnormal one have a higher
number of cells than the more distant files, when disregarding those transverse
walls formed during stoma development. This larger number of epidermal cells
may be another result of the proximity of the stomatal series which apparently
precludes the adjacent files from producing meristemoids.

Taxonomic considerations
There is no apparent correlation between the ratio of hemimesogenous to
agenous stomatal development and the current systematics of Orchidoideae.
Although this ratio is reasonably constant within the species studied, it may differ
considerably between species of the same genus (Table 1).
Hemimesogenous development of stomata was first described in monocotyledons by Williams ( 1975)in Ludisia discolor (Ker Gawler)A. Rich., an orchid of
the neottioid tribe Cranichideae. The development in Ludisia was reported to be
like that described here for Orchidoideae. The only difference, probably due to
the broader epidermal cells of the leaves of Ludisia, was that the meristemoids in
that species are cut off by a curved cell wall, so that at maturity the guard cells are
completely enclosed by two surrounding cells. Divisions of surrounding cells were
also reported to occur in Ludisia.
The great diversity of stomatal developmental patterns in the Orchidoideae
demonstrated here shows that caution is needed in the use of stomatal
development as a distinguishing character in larger groups of orchids (Williams,
1979; Dressler, 1979). I t seems likely that the difference between agenous and
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hemimesogenous development is neither great nor fundamental, and that, in
future studies, mesogene cells may commonly be found in monocotyledons.
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